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1. A Parable is a ________ story with a _____________ meaning.

2. There are over ____ parables used by Jesus in His teachings listed in the 
Gospels.

3. The two banquet parables (Matthew 22 and Luke 14) have similarities the 
context of the banquet in Matt 22 is the event was a __________ whereas the 
context in Luke 14 is simply a great ____________.

4. In the events leading up to the parable of the great banquet Jesus performed 
a healing, corrects the guests for seeking the best seats at the banquet and 
then puts them under ____________ for not inviting the impoverished people 
to their banquets. 

5. In Luke 14 Jesus uses the parable of the Great Banquet to address exactly 
who will be a part of the ____________ of _____.

6. Banquet etiquette of the day stated that accepting an invitation to a banquet 
means it now had ____ _________ in the invitee’s life.

7. Billy Sunday stated that, “An excuse is a skin of reason stuffed with a ___.”

8. The excuse given by the one invitee regarding 
testing out their team of oxen showed a wrong 
focus on ____________ and _________.

9. The Master in the parable tells the servant to 
________ invite others after the original invitees 
rejected his invitation to the banquet.

10.  The Master specifically said to invite the 
________, the ___________, the ________ and 
the ________.

11. Scripture tells us that God choses the less _____________ of the world; You 
and Me!

Ephesians 2:13 “But 
now in Christ Jesus you 
who once were far 
away have been 
brought near by the 
blood of Christ.”

1. Earthly - Heavenly   2. 30   3. Wedding - Banquet   4. Conviction   5. Kingdom of God   6. Top Priority   
7.  Lie   8. Business - Career 9. Quickly 10. Poor – Crippled – Blind – Lame 11. Desirable
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1. In the parable of the Great Banquet we begin to get a picture of the character of 
the ‘Master’.  Based upon what we read in the parable, and knowing Jesus was 
identifying the Master as God Himself, what word would you use to describe 
the Master in the story and discuss why you selected that word?

2. The parable does not paint a flattering description of those people the Master 
sends his servant out to invite when the original invitees came up with excuses 
to reject the invitation.  These people were not highly esteemed and were in 
many ways physically weak and were social outcasts.  

a. Discuss how you could personally relate to these types of impoverished 
people by considering the state you were in before Jesus got a hold of 
your life.  It may not necessarily mean you were physically poor or 
crippled but possibly spiritually poor and crippled.

3. How can each of us today reach out to these same types of people who need 
the gospel?  Where do we find them?  How can we share the gospel with 
them?  


